507: LABOUR WELFARE AND LEGISLATION
508: HEALTH CARE PRACTICE
509: FAMILY, CHILD AND YOUTH WELFARE
510: DISASTER MANAGEMENT (FOREST AND ECO-ENVIRONMENT)
511: SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND SOCIAL WORK: (w.r.t INDIAN SOCIETY)
512: DISSERTATION
Objectives:

- Understand the concept of Labour Welfare as well as problems of marginalized groups.
- Student should take greater attention towards the conditions of labour and their welfare.
- Student understands about the law related to industrial relations, works, wages, and security to deal with management and labours.

Course Content:

UNIT I: INTRODUCTION OF LABOUR WELFARE

Concept and Need of Labour Welfare

Labour Policy & Labour Commission in India

I.L.O: Structure, Functions and Impact on Indian Labour Legislation

UNIT II: LAW RELATED TO INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS AND CONDITION OF WORK

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947

Indian Factories Act, 1948

Indian Trade Union Act, 1926

UNIT III: LEGISLATION FOR SOCIAL SECURITY, HEALTH AND SAFETY

Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923

Employees' State Insurance Act and Provident Fund Act,

The Indian Maternity Benefit Act, 1961

UNIT IV: LAW RELATED TO WAGES

Payment of Wages Act, 1936

The Minimum Wages Act, 1948

The Payment of Bonus Act, 1965
UNIT V: MARGINALIZED AND UNORGANIZED SECTOR

Unorganized Labour: Meaning, Types and Problems.

Constitutional and Statutory Safeguards for Unorganized Labours.

Bonded Labour and Contract Labour
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Objective:

- To understand the areas of medical Social work and the role of Social worker.
- To understand the concepts of Health, Hygiene, Illness, Diseases, Medicine and Government intervention for the public health in India.
- To inform the students about the structure and functions of national and international organization works on health.

Course Content:

UNIT I: Medical Social Work

Concept of Medical social work
Nature and Scope of Medical social work
Role of social worker in medical social work

UNIT II: Health and Medicine

Concept and meaning of health and Hygiene, Preventive and Social Medicine
Concept and Level of Prevention
Concept of community health and community health care, Health care facilities,

UNIT III: Nature of Diseases and Government Intervention

Communicable and Non – communicable disease
Maternal and Child Health services
Government Programmes, Policy and Schemes in India
UNIT IV: Counseling and Psychiatric Social Work

Concept of Counseling and Psychiatric Social Work

Common Mental Health Disorder

Role of psychiatric Social Worker

UNIT V: Health Care Organization

National International Organization: Indian council of medical research (ICMR), World Health Organization (WHO), UNICEF, Indian Red Cross Society, CARE
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• Bogg, Daisy. 2008. The integration of mental health social work and the NHS. Exeter,: Learning Matters. UK.
Objectives:

- To understand the family as social institution
- To sharpen the skills and techniques required for social work practice with Child, Youth and Family
- Students should know about governmental efforts and programmes for betterment of the society

Course content:

UNIT I: INTRODUCTION OF FAMILY

Definition, Concept and Types of Family

Types of Marriage

Impact of Westernization on Family

UNIT II: FAMILY ISSUES

Family Disorganization and Dispute

Family Structure and Old Age

Government Programme for Family Welfare

UNIT III: FAMILY BASED SOCIAL WORK

Family therapy and Counseling

Family Centered Social Work

Role of Family Counseling center
UNIT IV: CHILD WELFARE

Child Welfare: Concept and Definition

Government Schemes and Programmes for Child Welfare

Role of NGOs in field of Child Development

UNIT V: YOUTH WELFARE

Concept, Definition and Characteristics and Problems of youth

Government Schemes and Programmes for Youth Welfare and Development

Youth and Politics
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DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WORK
(M.S.W. SELF-FINANCE)
SEM - IV, MSW -510
DISASTER MANAGEMENT (FOREST AND ECO - ENVIRONMENT)

Objectives

− To understand the Disaster Management and its importance
− To understand the environmental hazards and its techniques of prevention.
− To sensitize students about the environmental issues and motivate to work for environmental conservation

Course content:

UNIT I: UNDERSTANDING DISASTERS
Meaning, Nature, Characteristics and Types of Disasters,
Causes and effects of Disaster
Disaster Management: Prevention, Preparedness and Mitigation

UNIT II: TYPES AND EFFECTS OF DISASTERS
Natural disaster: Earthquakes, Floods, Droughts, Cyclones & Tsunamis
Man-made Disaster: Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Disaster, Fires & Road Accidents
Functions of Government and other Non-government agencies

UNIT III: FOREST AND ENVIRONMENT
Forestation, Deforestation and Healthy Environment
National Forest Policy and Forest Conservation
Work of Agencies for Forestation in India

UNIT IV: ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
Global warming – as a Worldwide Problem,
Impact of Global Warming and Issues
Natural Calamities in India
UNIT V: ROLE OF SOCIAL WORKER IN DISASTER MANAGEMENT

Role of Social Worker in Disaster Management and Environment Protection

Environmental Movements in India

Role of Government and Disaster Management
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Objective:

- To gain insight into various social problems in Indian society
- Understand the context of emerging challenges of social work
- Develop the skills of social worker in various settings

Course Content:

UNIT I: SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND PERSPECTIVES

Meaning and Definition of Social Problems
Perspectives of Social Problems

UNIT II: PROBLEMS AND DIVERSITY

Problems of Caste, Class and Ethnicity in Indian Society
Communalism
Role of Social work and Social Worker

UNIT III: SOCIETAL DISORGANIZATION

Meaning of Social Disorganization
Crime and Juvenile Delinquency
Drug Addiction

UNIT IV: PROBLEMS RELATED TO FAMILY

Domestic Violence and other Problems of Women
Problems of Ageing & Social Work
Children’s Problems & Social Work
UNIT V: SOCIAL WORK INTERVENTION

Emerging Challenges in Social Work Practice
Curative, Primitive and Rehabilitative Functions of Social Work
Skills of Social Workers
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- Perspectives. B.R Publishers, Delhi.
- Publication, New Delhi.